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Abstract

We explore the possibility of unsupervised byte-level sentiment learning 
a sentence in the English language using small recurrent language 
models. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network is a simple and 
effective network to use while working with sequential data like text 
or audio. As LSTM processes the data, it learns all the information 
regarding the given input in the context of all the inputs before that. 
A. Radford et al [1] provided the evidence that a multiplicative LSTM 
(mLSTM) [9] is able to learn the concept of sentiment in a manipulable 
way, but they were able to achieve this result due to huge amount 
of data samples used for training. This paper tries to investigate the 
neuron or neurons responsible for sentiment analysis inside a Long 
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network when there is a limited amount of 
training samples available.

Introduction

Sentiment Analysis or Opinion Mining [2] have been a major development of 
machine learning and artificial intelligence to quantify and extract the subjective information 
in a given text. Traditionally, sentiment analysis was done using supervised algorithms like 
support vector machines (SVM), bag-of-words techniques, naive bayes, etc.

In the traditional method of sentiment analysis, there is a huge list of words and 
their sentiment usually formed from -1 to 1 where -1 represents negative words such as 
“abort”, “fraud”, etc. and 1 represent is positive words such as “amaze”, “rise”, etc and 
the sentiment value of 0 is assigned to neutral words which include noun and adjective 
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in a sentence. Stop words which are commonly used words in a language such as “the”, 
“and”, “a”, etc are removed from the dataset in the training stage and ignored during 
inference stage. After preprocessing the input text, it is converted to a vector according to 
a dictionary such as GloVe [4] and is fed to some probabilistic algorithms such as Naive 
Bayes [5].

Deep learning for sentiment classification [3] helped in learning the complex 
internal sentiment representations between different words in a sentence. This was also 
the base motivation for this paper, Using deep learning, sentiment analysis can be done 
on text dataset that is not pre-annotated with their sentiment saving a lot of time in text 
preprocessing stage.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [6] which is a class of artificial neural network 
where the connections between nodes form a directed graph along a temporal sequence. 
Unlike Feed-Forward neural network [7], RNNs can use their internal state (memory) to 
process a sequence of inputs such as a sentence which is a sequence of characters arranged 
in a specific order.

A standard RNN suffers from problems such as vanishing and exploding gradients.

- The vanishing gradient problem is a difficulty found in neural networks that 
used gradient-based optimisation techniques such a gradient descent and back 
propagation. In such methods, each of the neural network’s weights receives an 
update proportional to the partial derivative of the error function with respect to the 
current weight in each iteration of training. The problem is that in some cases, the 
gradient will be vanishingly small, effectively preventing the weight from changing 
its value. In the worst case, this may completely stop the neural network from 
further training.

- The exploding gradient problem occurs when error gradients accumulate during an 
update and result in very large gradients which in turn result in very large updates 
in network weights and making it difficult for the network to minimize the error. 
At extreme cases, the error can overflow the memory allocated to floating-point 
numbers and become NaN (Not a Number) making it impossible for the network to 
learn.

To prevent these difficulties in RNN, Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [8] introduced 
LSTM, Long Short Term Memory network. LSTM networks are a type of RNN which 
include a memory cell that can maintain information in memory for longer periods of time. 
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A set of gates is used to control when information enters the memory, when it leaves and 
when it is forgotten.

Figure 1:An illustration showing the difference between standard RNN and LSTM, the 
LSTM network has additional units that prevent it from vanishing and exploding gradient 
problem.

This paper focuses on a small 2 layer LSTM with 32 neurons each to investigate 
whether it is able to learn information about the sentiment of a byte-level sequence of a 
sentence given as input. A. Radford et al [1] provided the evidence that a multiplicative 
LSTM (mLSTM) [9] is able to learn the concept of sentiment in a manipulable way when 
trained on 82 million Amazon product reviews. The question is, will a small LSTM model 
with very few training data, approximately 150000 IMDB Movie reviews can recover such 
information? 

Dataset

The model was first trained on a corpus of text which is not annotated with its 
sentimental value and then the trained model was applied to a dataset of sentences with its 
corresponding sentiments. 

For the first part publicly available corpus of English to French translation was 
used and for the second part, a dataset of 150k IMDB movie reviews divided into 15 equal 
parts of 10k data samples.

Methodology

The training process is split into two parts: part 1 - make a text translator to train 
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the model and make it familiarize to the language. Part 2 - Analyse the hidden state of the 
translator model by passing IMDB Movie reviews with known sentiment values.

Text Preprocessing

The very first step will be to create a character vocabulary where each unique 
character is associated with a unique integer id. This vocabulary will be used to represent 
the text in a three-dimensional one hot vectors [10]. One hot encoding is a process by which 
categorical variables are converted into a form that could be provided to ML algorithms to 
do a better job in prediction, the end product of one-hot encoding is called one-hot vector.

Figure 2: An algorithm to one-hot vectorise the text.

The above algorithm will create a 3D one-hot vector of all the text in the dataset. 
For simplicity, the dataset only contains lower case alphabets and numbers 0 to 9. This 
makes the vocabulary consistent for part one and part two of the training process.
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Figure 3: Each sentence in the dataset is concatenated with a TAB (\t) at the beginning and 
a NEWLINE (\n) at the end. This is to ensure that the model knows where to start and end 
the sentence while decoding.

Training Translator

After preprocessing the dataset, the next step in the process is to train then English 
to French translation model. This step can be replaced by any other technique using which 
the model’s weights can be optimized to work with the English language or any other 
language depending on the dataset.

For the translator, the LSTMs and arranged in a sequence to sequence encoder-
decoder architecture [11]. The encoder model takes the English text data as input and pass 
that information through an LSTM model and outputs the Hidden State (h) and Hidden Cell 
Memory (c) [13] which is concatenated and passed along with the French equivalent of the 
English text as the inputs to the decoder LSTM which then outputs a one-hot representation. 
The goal is to optimize this output and achieve a fairly accurate translation of English to 
French.

Figure 4: Encoder-Decoder training architecture for NMT [12]

Encoder-Decoder Sequence to Sequence network using in this paper takes three 
input vectors, Encoder Data: which is a character vector of the English text, Decoder Data: 
which is a character vector of the same English text shifted by one character and Decoder 
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Target Data: which is the character vector of the corresponding French text. All the inputs 
to the encoder-decoder network are three-dimensional one-hot representations of the text as 
explained in the previous section.

Encoder

The encoder network (used in this paper) consists of an LSTM network with 32 
hidden units each of these hidden units has a hidden state which is a floating-point number. 

iteration the LSTM units currently at called time steps.

Then at any time step , the hidden state of each hidden unit can be calculated as a 
function of the previous time step  and current input vector given by this equation.

Where  is some non-linear function such as 

and  are the hidden parameters that will be learned to fit the data in the most 
accurate way.

Decoder

Encoder’s hidden state after the final time step is called an Encoder Vector. This 
vector aims to encapsulate the information for all the input elements in order to help the 
decoder to make accurate predictions. This vector also acts as initial hidden state for the 
decoder LSTM.

The decoder network LSTM will function exactly as the encoder LSTM, the only 
difference is after the final time step the hidden unit vector is passed through an activation 
function which will convert the elements in the hidden unit elements to desirable output that 
can be decoded using the vocabulary created during text preprocessing. In most cases,  or 
function is used for this task.

In simple terms, argmax function returns the element in the domain where the 
corresponding range is maxima in a function. Or in case of lists and vectors, it returns the 
position of the maximum element.

In simple terms, the SoftMax function takes any vector, and converts it into a 
vector of probabilities range  and .
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Figure 5: Training and Validation accuracy of the model over each iteration.

Figure 6: Training and Validation Loss of the model over each iteration.

After training for around 100 iterations, the model error started to converge towards 
0.35 and a validation accuracy of 86%.

Testing with IMDB Movie Review

For the second part of the process, IMDB Movie Review dataset is used as a base 
sentiment of the text. Then each data sample is preprocessed using the same algorithms as 
translation data was preprocessed, this step is important to make a common vocabulary for 
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both English translation data and IMDB movie review. If there is not a common vocabulary 
for both datasets then that could cause some runtime exceptions while running the translation 
model, i.e., the model will not work properly. After the preprocessing step, the dataset is 
divided into two sub-datasets. One dataset contains all the positive reviews or data samples 
and the other one contains all the negative data sample.

Figure 7: Distribution of positive and negative texts in IMDB Movie review 
dataset. A text is positive (shown in green) if its sentiment value is greater than or equal to 
2 otherwise the text is negative (shown in red).

For this section, only the encoder network is loaded and the decoder network is 
discarded. This is done because of the assumption that the hidden state or the hidden vector 
of the LSTM learns information about the sentiment of a text, so there is no need for a 
decoder network to be loaded.

One data sample is taken from each positive and negative dataset, preprocessed to 
one-hot vector representation and passed to the encoder network to get the encoder vectors. 

Results

It is found that unlike the results published A. Radford et al [1] our model which 
is a standard layer of LSTM cell trained on 50k data samples as compared to his mLSTM 
trained on 83M data samples, was representing emotions by an amplified hidden vector. 
Mathematically, the absolute median of all elements in the hidden vector of positive text is 
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on an average larger than absolute median of hidden vector of a negative text.

After repeating this process for all 150k data samples available in IMDB Movie 
reviews dataset, this hypothesis holds for around 89% of texts.

Figure 8: Hidden Vector values of 9 randomly selected data samples. The red bar 
represents the elements of negative hidden vector and green bar represents the elements of 
positive hidden vectors.

As shown in fig. 8, most of the elements of hidden vector of texts in positive dataset 
larger than the elements of hidden vector of texts in negative dataset. 

Conclusion and Future Scope

The paper provides an evidence that small recurrent networks such a single layer 
LSTM can learn some information about sentiment of a given text even if there is a limited 
amount of data samples.

Using this information, it is possible to make a sentiment classification algorithm 
without the need of Bag of words and other lexicon-based methods. An application of such 
information is that a text generation system such as a chatbot can adjust the sentiment of the 
generated text based on the sentiment of its conversation with a human.
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